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NEW TYPE OF TRANSMITTING ANTENNA DEVELOPED FOR
RADIO RANGE BEACONS

The Aeronautics Branch has been which eliminates these troublesome , ir
making an intensive study of the sub regular night variations (which ap
ject of night effects experienced in pear as shifts in the course ) by avoid
the course indications of radio range ing horizontal components in the
beacons operating in mountainous ter transmitted radio waves . This new
rain . These studies have established type of antenna is equally applicable

the facts that the effects in question to the aural and visual radiobeacon
are caused by the presence of hori . systems . It consists of four insulated
zontally Polarized components in the antenna towers connected by special
transmitted wave ( these components transmission lines and is referred to
being produced by currents in the as the transmission - line antenna (ab
horizontal members of the transmit - breviated to T - L antenna ) . A sketch
ting antenna ) , that the magnitude of illustrating this type of antenna is
the fluctuations varies in an irregular presented in Figure 1.
manner with time and with distance Active steps are now being taken to
from the beacon stations , and that the install the new antennas at proper
fluctuations are identical for both the points on the airways .
aural and visual systems of radio The existence of variations at night
range beacons . is inherent in every system of naviga
As a result of this work , which has tion by radio which makes use of the
been carried on by the research divi - | directional properties of the loop an
sion with the cooperation of the air - tenna . In the radio range beacon sys
ways division , a new type of trans- tem , these night effects take the form
mitting antenna has been developed 1 of rapid and irregular variation of
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th
e

indicated beacon courses , so that and the other factors just enumerated
a
n airplane following the true course have an influence upon the magnitude

will receive in varying amounts , off - / of the variations .

course indications to the right , off The type o
f signal used for the

course indications to the left , and on course indications has no bearing upon
course indications . When the varia the magnitude of the effects . A series
tions are less than about 10° ( that is , of ground measurements made o

n the
when themaximum fluctuations in the Washington and Bellefonte aural bea
course indications received on the cons and the College Park and Belle
airplane do not exceed 10° to the fonte visual beacons , at distances from
right o

r

left o
f

the true course ) , it is the respective beacon stations ranging
feasible for the pilot to follow the from 3

5

to 100 miles , showed the mag
true course b

y averaging a large num - | nitude of the variations with the two
ber of successive course indications , types of beacons to be the same . Full
but only with a fair degree of accu - corroboration o

f

these results was ob
racy . When the variations exceed 10° tained in a large number o

f night test

b
y

a
n appreciable amount , it becomes flights o
n the range beacons located

Fery difficult , if not impossible , for the o
n the midcontinent airway between

pilot to follow the true course , even Albuquerque , N . Mex . , and Los An

b
y

the averaging process . Night ef geles , Calif . The range beacons were
fects of such magnitude are common tested under identical conditions , first

in mountainous country , beginning at using aural and then visual operation ,

distances of from 2
0

to 5
0 miles from and the average night effects were

the range -beacon station . These facts , found to be the same with both .

definitely established by the research
work o

f

the past year to be character EXAMPLES O
F

NIGHT EFFECTS
istic of range beacons employing the
loop -antenna system , indicated clearly A few examples give typical data
the necessity o

f developing a practical o
n night effects secured during the

means which could b
e applied to course of the research program on this

beacons operating in mountainous ter problem . Figures 2 ( a ) to ( f ) show
rain for the elimination o

f night vari typical variations observed b
y

meas
ations , urements o

n the ground o
n the Belle

fonte aural and visual type range bea
FACTORS INFLUENCING MAGNITUDE OF cons , using the regular loop antennas .

NIGHT EFFECTS Figures 2 ( a ) , ( 6 ) , and ( c ) are for
the aural beacon and Figures 2 ( d ) ,

It has been found that the magni ( e ) , and ( f ) for the visual beacon .
tude o

f

the variations is greatest dur The receiving point was , respectively ,
ing the winter night , next during the a

t

3
5 , 58 , and 8
5 miles from Belle

summer night , next during the winter fonte .

day (particularly within a few hours These results are in marked con

o
f

sunrise and sunset ) , and , finally , is trast with those obtained by the use o
f

least during the summer day . Because the new T - L antenna system described

o
f the negligible occurrence o
f

such e
f

in this article . Figure 3 represents
fects during the daytime , the term typical data obtained in airplane

* night effects ” has come into use . flights a
t night o
n the Bellefonte

Other factors , in addition to time and visual -type range beacon . Figure 3

season of the year , have considerable ( a ) is for the outgoing trip during
influence upon the magnitude o

f

the which loop antennas were used a
t

night effects . Some of these are : Na the beacon station , while Figure
ture o

f

the terrain over which the 3 ( 0 ) is for the return trip during
range -beacon wave is transmitted , lo - which the T - L antenna system was
cation o

f

the transmitting and receiv used for transmission . ( The varia
ing points , distance o

f

the receiving tions shown for the first 1
8 miles are

location from the transmitting station , departures o
f

the airplane from the
and form o

f the receiving antenna . straight course , not errors of course

In general , the night effects are most indication . ) Note that the use o
f

the
pronounced over mountainous terrain . beacon course was practically impos
The magnitude of the effects increases sible beyond about 45 miles from the
with distance of the receiving point station when using the loop anten
from the transmitting station and with nas but was perfectly satisfactory
departure o
f

the receiving antenna throughout the whole distance trav
from a simple vertical conductor . The eled when the T - L antenna system
analysis o
f

the theory underlying the was in operation . Corroborative
occurrence o

f night effects , given later , ground data are given in Figure 4 ;

shows why time , season o
f

the year , 1 thesemeasurements were made a
t Sun
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90° . ( See fi
g . 6 ( a ) . ) The points o
f , and A " , B " , O " , and D ' ' , respectively .

intersection o
f

the two figures - o
f
- Thus a pilot flying a
t night and fol

eight ; viz , A , B , C , and D , constitute lowing the route along which , say ,

the four beacon courses . At night , course A is oriented , may receive “ off
when the rotational effect sets in , both course ” indications showing that the
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figures - o
f
-eight are rotated irregularly | course is far to one side as a
t Figure
reaching typical instantaneous posi - | 6 ( b ) or far to the other side a
s at
tions such as shown at ( b ) and ( c ) | Figure 6 ( c ) .

o
f Figure 6 . Corresponding to these The influence upon the magnitude
two instantaneous conditions the bea - of night effects of the factors outlined
con courses are a

t
A ' , B ' , 0 ' , and D ' , / at the beginning o
f

this article may
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now be explained . The reason that ently the first to make experiments
the effects are greater during the based on the principle . The applica
winter night than during the summer tion of the same principle to direc
night lies in the greater rate of change tional transmitting antennas appeared
of height of the Kennelly -Heaviside in a British patent issued to J. Rob
layer during the winter night. The inson , H . L . Crowther , and W . H . Der
fact that the night effects increase riman in 1923 . While the fundamental
with increasing distance from the bea principle used in the anteuna system
con station is explained on the basis developed by the research division is
that there is greater diminution of the the principle thus evolved , the arground wave with increased distance rangement employed differs in impor
from the station and consequently the tant particulars from ones previously
ratio of horizontal to vertical com used and is the result of actual trial
ponents at the receiving point becomes of a number of expedients . Several
greater . Similarly , the greater sever of the arrangements developed by Ad
ity of night effects over mountainous cock and others were tried and found
terrain is caused by the more rapid unsatisfactory .
diminution of the ground wave for The two principal arrangements
a given distance from the beacon tried are shown in Figures 7 ( a ) andstation .

(b ) . Figure 7 ( a ) represents the orig
On the basis of the above analysis , inal antenna of Adcock except thatit might appear that to eliminate the loading coils are inserted in each vereffect of the horizontal component it tical antenna circuit to resonate it tois only necessary to employ a receiv the radio -frequency of the transmitter .ing antenna which would not be in It will be observed that the two verfluenced by a horizontally polarized tical antennas are so coupled to theelectric field . A vertical receiving an transmitter that the current in onetenna satisfies this requirement . The
introduction of the vertical pole re antenna is in opposite direction to thecurrent in the other antenna . Thisceiving antenna in 1927 by the research
division was found to provide con corresponds exactly to the conditions
siderable reduction in night effects . in the vertical wires of the loop antenna . As has been explained , thisTheir elimination was not complete,
however , for the following reason : results in the transmission of the vertical electric field component . TheUpon reflection of the sky wave
from the Kennelly -Heaviside layer , a horizontal

component is not trans
rotation of the components of the sky mitted with much

intensity since the
currents in the horizontal wires of thewave takes place , so that the original
antenna arrangement of Figure 7 ( a )horizontal component becomes vertical nearly cancel each other , as may bein part and can affect a vertical receiv

ing antenna . It follows that the only seen by reference to the figure . The
solution is to eliminate the radiation transmission characteristic for this an
of the horizontal component at the tenna is therefore practically the same
transmitting end . Since this compo whether only the ground wave or both
nent is produced by the current pass the

ground and sky waves are received .
ing through the horizontal elements of This system is , however , quite difficult
the transmitting loop antennas , radia to adjust since , in order that I, = I , and
tion from these elements must be pre I: = I (necessary for the cancellation
vented . of horizontal currents ) , it is necessary

that I = I . and In = 13. ( This is evi
EARLY WORK ON SPECIAL TRANSMITTING dent from the figure , the total current

ANTENNAS leaving the coil ba at a and dividing
between the two circuits acd and aef .

The influence of the horizontal ele The return current into the coil ba at
ments of a loop antenna upon the pro is the sum of the currents in the
duction of night effects was deter two circuits bgh and bij ) . To make
mined a number of years ago in ap I = I , it is necessary that the imped
plication to direction - finding systems ance of circuit bgh be exactly equiva
using loop antennas for reception . An lent to the impedance of circuit bij.
antenna having the same directional This usually involves the insertion of
properties as the loop antenna but free a balancing impedance in the lead ij .
from the effects of the horizontal ele Similarly , to make I . = I it is usually
ments was first described in a British necessary to insert a balancing imped
patent issued to R . E . Ellis in 1919 . | ance in the lead ef. The determinaThe principle involved has also been tion of the correct value for the balanc
variously attributed to F . Adcock and ing impedance is difficult . Moreover ,
T. L . Eckersley . Adcock was appar- | the resistance of each complete verti

129222 _ 32 _ 2
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cal antenna circuit is increased , there - | antenna system is shown , and corre
by introducing loss in efficiency. sponds to one loop antenna of the
Figure 7 ( 6 ) represents an adapta present range beacon installations .
tion of the Adcock antenna by the The significant element of the sys
British Marconi Co., except for the tem is the particular means employed
addition of the loading coils for tun | to confine the radiation to the four
ing the vertical antennas . The two vertical antennas . A 2-wire parallel
vertical antennas are fed in series by conductor transmission line is used to
means of the coupling coil ab . To feed power from the goniometer to
prevent radiation from the horizontal each vertical antenna , these transmis .
lead , it is completely inclosed in a sion lines being of such a nature as
metallic conductor which is grounded at I not to radiate at all . The efficient

TRANSMITTER
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regular intervals . Because o
f

the high
resistance o

f

the ground encountered ,

the shielding o
f

the horizontal feeder
was found in our experiments insuffi
cient . This resulted in residual course
variations o
f

one -third to one -half the
magnitude of the variations obtained
when using the loop -antenna system .

means for eliminating horizontal ra
diation thus provided makes it feas
ible to reduce the residual course va
riations to smaller values than was
possible with any o

f

the early ar
rangements . The use of transmission
lines also affords efficient transfer of
power from the goniometer to the ver
tical antennas . Transmission - line
technique was not available to the
early workers , being a development of
more recent years .

The theory o
f operation o
f trans

mission lines is somewhat too involved

T - L ANTENNA SYSTEM

The antenna arrangement finally
adopted is given in Figure 8 . Only

one -half o
f

the complete transmitting
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fo
r

analysis here . It is sufficient to

state that the two parallel wires com -

prising the transmission line may b
e

considered to form a finite series o
f

unit sections , such as shown in Fig .

ure 8 ( a ) . The inductors L represent
the self - inductances o

f

each wire o
f

the unit section , and the condenser C

represents the capacitance between the
two wires of the unit section . The
square root o

f

the ratio is a
n im

portant constant o
f

the transmission
line , called the surge impedance . If

one end of the transmission line is

terminated by a resistor equal to the
surge impedance o

f

the line and a
voltage applied to the other end , an
electric wave will be transmitted along

winding o
f

the antenna coupling
transformer ) . The line current is

read , first with the resistor across the
line and then with the transformer .

The two currents should be exactly
equal . If found to be unequal , a

change is made in the number of pri
mary turns of the transformer , which

in turn alters the transformer input
impedance to the desired value .

The variable inductors shown in

series with each vertical antenna serve
for tuning the antennas to the radio
frequency o

f

the transmitting set . As
will be shown in the following , in con
nection with alignment o

f

the beacon
courses with airway routes at arbi
trary angles , very accurate tuning o

f

the vertical antennas is required .

we were

ola )
TRANSMITTER

foorum

FIGURE 8

the transmission line and will be en - ! The general arrangement of a com
tirely absorbed by the terminating plete transmission -line antenna instal
resistor . No radiation from the trans lation for use at a range -beacon sta
mission line will occur . If the ter tion is illustrated in the schematic
minating resistor is not equal to the sketch given in Figure 1 . The four
line -surge impedance , part of the wave vertical antennas shown are spaced
reaching the resistor will be absorbed at the corners of a square , the pair

b
y

it and part o
f

the wave will be re - ( 1 , 2 ) working together in place o
f

flected back along the line . This in one loop antenna o
f

the present range
part sets up standing waves and beacon antenna system and the pair
causes radiation from the line . The ( 3 , 4 ) in place o

f

the other loop an
surge impedance of the transmission tenna . The capacitance of each verti
line employed in the research divi cal antenna to ground is as large as
sion ' s experiments was 8

0 ohms . The possible , thereby securing a
s great an

radio - frequency transformers employed antenna current as possible . To this
for coupling the transmission lines end , each vertical antenna is given

to the vertical antennas are accord some lateral dimensions . Thus in the
ingly designed so that the input im experimental installations at Collegepedance o

f

each is exactly equivalent

to a resistor o
f
8
0 ohms . In this way , Park and Bellefonte

, each vertical an
radiation from the transmission lines tenna consists o

f
6 vertical wires ar

is eliminated . To insure that this ranged as elements o
f
a cylinder 4 feet

condition obtains exactly , an 8
0 -ohm in diameter . In service installations
resistor is provided in each tuning box it is intended to use insulated steel

with a switch for connecting it across towers 125 feet high with the two
the terminating end o

f

the transmis - towers of each pair spaced about 500
sion line ( in place o

f the primary I feet apart .
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To insure a fixed low -ground re - | nected in a series circuit comprising
sistance , an individual ground -wire ( in addition to the rotor ) two fixed
system is provided at the base of each condensers , two variable inductors , and
vertical antenna in the experimental the primary winding of a radio -fre
installation . Each ground system con quency coupling transformer . The sec
sists of two concentric circles of cop ondary winding of this transformer is
per wire , one 75 feet and the other 150 connected to the input terminals of a
feet in diameter : The 2 circles are in - | pair of transmission lines . The series
terconnected by 8 radial spokes which rotor circuits are tuned to the radio
join directly under the vertical an frequency of the transmitting set and ,
tenna . in conjunction with the radio - fre
The tuning boxes which house the quency transformers , have two func
antenna loading coils and the trans tions : ( a ) To transfer power from the
mission - line coupling transformer are rotor windings to the transmission
located each near the base of one ver lines , and ( b ) to match the impedance
tical antenna , and are provided with of each rotor winding to the impedance
complete shielding to preclude the pos - of two transmission lines in parallel .
sibility of stray radiation . The trans - It will be observed by reference to the
mission lines consist of ordinary 2-con - | letters a , b , etc ., on the leads to the

SPECIAL
COUPLING UNITGONIOMETLR

Heating
TO TRANSMISSION LINE " ,TRANSMITTLR

OR
ROTOR.

TO TRANSMISSION LINE * 2

Hlmon
a!

TO TRANSMISSION LINE *Hmong

HP 98, TO TRANSMISSION LINE

FIGURE 9

ductor 600 -volt cable with a lead | transmission lines that for each pair
sheath , and are buried about 18 inches of lines , the connections of one trans
below the ground surface . The lead mission line to the radio -frequency
sheath provides mechanical protection . transformer are reversed with respect
Special care must be taken that the to the connections for the other trans
lead sheath (particularly that portion mission line . This insures that the
near the antenna end ) is not electri currents in the vertical antennas of a
cally connected to the ground -wire sys pair flow in opposite directions.
tem , except by way of its continuous Now that the electrical circuit ar
connection with the earth ; otherwise , rangement of the T - L antenna system
the ground -return currents concentrate has been explained , it may be of in
along the lead sheath , thereby reintro terest to examine the means employed
ducing some night errors. for altering the radiated space pat .
The electrical circuit arrangement tern to permit alignment of the beacon
for connecting the transmission lines courses with airway routes at arbi
to the range -beacon transmitting set trary angles . Four general conditions
is given in Figure 9. The transmit of course alignment exist , as shown in
ting set and goniometer are unaltered . Figure 10. Condition ( a ) corresponds
The change lies in the addition of to the normal space pattern for a
means for transferring the radio - fre given beacon : The two sets of 180°
quency power from the rotor windings courses AB and CD are at right an
of the goniometer to the transmission | gles . To secure condition ( b ) wherein
lines . (With the present loop -trans the two sets of 180° courses are no
mitting antenna system each rotor longer at 90° , resistance is inserted
winding is connected directly to one in one of the amplifier branches of the
of the two loop antennas . ) Referring transmitting set thereby reducing the
to Figure 9, each rotor winding is con - | radiation from the directional antennat
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fe
d

b
y

that amplifier branch . This is , patterns shown in Figures 1
0 ( c ) and

true whether loop antennas or trans - ( d ) result . To control the time -phase
mission - line antennas are employed . angle between the currents in the two

In condition ( c ) the 180° relationship antennas o
f
a given pair , it is only nec

o
f

one set of courses is altered . Con essary to insert a variable inductor ( or

dition ( d ) corresponds to a change a condenser variable in steps ) , at the
from the 180° relationship o

f

both | sending end o
f

one or the other trans
sets o

f

courses , AB and CD . T
o

se mission lines feeding the two antennas .

cure the conditions ( a ) and ( b ) , with Since the time -phase angle has such
the present loop -antenna system , it an important effect upon the location

is necessary to provide a central open - o
f

the beacon courses in space , it is

type antenna , and to transmit from necessary to provide special means for
that antenna a radio wave modulated quick phase checking . T

o

check the

1 ( 6 )

FIGURL 1
0 .

a
t

one o
r

both o
f

the beacon modu - | phase for a given pair o
f

antennas , the
lation frequencies . The circular radi voltage is removed from the second
ation from the open -type antenna com - pair o

f antennas , and a milliammeter
bines with the normal figure - o

f
-eight inserted in one o
f

these antennas .

radiation from the loop antennas re This antenna being equidistant from
sulting in the beacon space patterns the pair of antennas under test , the
shown . current induced in it from the pair de
With the T - L antenna system it is pends upon the time -phase angle be
not necessary to provide the central tween the currents in the two anten
open -type antenna required with the nas o

f

the pair . For 180° phase angle ,

loop antennas . Varying the time -phase the induced current is zero ; the
angle between the currents in the two greater the departure from 180° , the
vertical antennas o

f

each o
r both pairs greater the induced current . The mil

accomplishes the same result . When liammeter reading this current may
the time -phase angle is 180° , a true therefore be calibrated directly in

figure - o
f
-eight pattern is obtained ; phase angle . Several arrangements
when it is 180° minus the space -phase are available for bringing this read
difference between the two vertical an ing into the beacon station so that , if

tennas , a heart -shaped pattern o
r car - needed , the required adjustment o
f

the
dioid is obtained . For phase angles phase -control equipment may be made
intermediate to these two values , the directly .
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